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Impact-level indicators measure the ultimate sustainable
changes that are likely generated by the programme
Outcome-level indicators measure the immediate
observable results generated by programme outputs, and
often correspond to changes in people’s behaviour as a
result of programme activities
Output-level indicators measure the quantity and quality
of goods and services resulting from programme
activities; these are the direct and early results of an
intervention that are necessary, but not sufficient, to
produce outcomes and impacts
Process-level indicators measure the progress of
activities in a programme and how effectively they are
carried out
Input-level indicators measure the quantity, quality, and
timeliness of resources provided for a programme to
implement activities
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BACK provides a disaggregated view on the drivers of long
term impact for recurrent (software) projects
Measuring BEHAVIOUR change, ATTITUDINAL shifts, CONDITION improvements, and the level of KNOWLEDGE transfer
(BACK) allows a similar set of questions to be asked across a very diverse portfolio while still allowing aggregation across
thematic lines
Dimension

Sub-dimension

Definition

•
•

Frequency
Quality

•
•

The regularity with which a beneficiary completes an activity
The depth of ability displayed by the beneficiary, or the frequency to which the
activity was completed

ATTITUDE
shifts

•
•

Confidence
Value

•
•

The level of belief a beneficiary has in themselves and their abilities
The desire, interest, motivation, orientation, or perception a beneficiary has
towards something

CONDITION
improvements

•
•

Circumstances
Life condition

•
•

The current situation or environment that applies to or affects the beneficiary
The status or state of being of a beneficiary

KNOWLEDGE
transfer

•
•

Awareness
Acquisition

•
•

The awareness of key information about a given topic
The capacity building of a beneficiary, including the learning and improvement of
a skill

BEHAVIOUR
change
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Starting point: “K-A-B” or “K-A-P” framework widely used in related fields
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We added one dimension - “Condition” - to better reflect
the nature of some of our projects

Knowledge

Learning is
achieved by doing

Increased openness or
curiosity toward a topic
prompts further research

Behaviour

Condition

Shifts in attitude (e.g., more
positive perception) prompts
intended behaviour change

Acquisition of
knowledge changes
attitudes

Attitude

Increased knowledge on a
topic prompts intended
behaviour change

Experience fosters
greater appreciation
or interest
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While BAK should be applicable to most projects,
C depends on situation

Knowledge

Learning is
achieved by doing

Increased openness or
curiosity toward a topic
prompts further research

Behaviour
Shifts in attitude (e.g., more
positive perception) prompts
intended behaviour change

Acquisition of
knowledge changes
attitudes

Attitude

Increased knowledge on a
topic prompts intended
behaviour change

Experience fosters
greater appreciation
or interest

Sustained behaviour
results in long-term
condition change

Condition

• Applicability of “C” depends on
project nature (e.g. likelihood of
realising condition change within
tracking period)
• “C” can sometimes be the
primary objective for some
projects (e.g. homeless shelter)
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The BACK framework creates a common language for discussion, focuses
the inquiry, is diagnostic, and allows for consistent learning across projects

The benefits of BACK:

Helps focus project design to
ensure components achieve
an agreed set of outcomes

Creates a common language
for articulating project goals
1

2

3

4

Is diagnostic, enabling
investigation into areas where
a change is not occurring and
encouraging course correction
for program adaptation

Provides a consistent
framework to map and share
learnings across projects and
partners
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Versions of this beneficiary-centric model has been applied to
diverse social programs

Leadership
• B: Are individuals engaging in
collaborative projects?

• A: Are individuals taking
greater risks?
• C: Are individuals more
recognized as leaders?
• K: Do individuals have deeper
knowledge on issues which
enable them to make more
informed decisions and gauge
risk?

Community Change
• B: Do individuals interact
more socially within their
neighbourhoods and
communities?
• A: Are individuals more likely
to perceive their neighbour as
a resource?
• C: Do individuals experience
a higher level of satisfaction
with their neighbourhoods
and dwellings?
• K: Are individuals aware of
the resources that exist
within their communities?

Energy Policy Advocacy
• B: Are the key policy makers
formulating mini-grid friendly
policies?
• A: Do key policy and finance
believe DRE mini-grids are a
feasible option to explore?
• C: Is there an increasing
number of DRE mini-grids
focused ESCOs are operating
in a financially viable manner
at scale?
• K: Are key policy and finance
stakeholders aware about
how DRE mini-grids can be an
electrification solution?

Source: W.K. Kellogg Foundation, “Examining Outcomes and Impact: A scan of 55 leadership programs”; The Aspen Institute, “Community Change: Theories,
Practice, and Evidence”. John S. and James L. Samuel Knight Foundation, “IMPACT: A Practical Guide to Evaluating Community Information Projects”
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With a finite set of sample indicators that our grantee partners can
easily modify, implementation is not resource intensive

Behaviour

Youth

Elderly

Sports &
Recreation

Arts,
Culture &
Heritage

Education
& Training

Medical &
Health

Rehab.
Services

Family
Services

Environmental
Protection

% increase in beneficiaries who demonstrate the intended behavioural change
Increase in average amount of time beneficiaries spend on the intended behaviour

Attitude

% increase in beneficiaries who express confidence in themselves or in their abilities
% increase in beneficiaries who express an interest, desire, or motivation toward an activity

Condition

% increase in beneficiaries who express an intended change in perception

% of beneficiaries whose circumstances has changed as a result of the project
% of beneficiaries whose status has changed as a result of the project

Programs can use these
common indicators as a
starting point and modify
to be project-specific

Knowledge

% increase in beneficiaries who can accurately articulate key information about a topic
% increase in beneficiaries who have acquired a new skill at a proficient level
% increase in beneficiaries with enhanced capacity or capabilities
Notes: (1) Generic phrases (e.g., beneficiary, intended behavioural change, activity) can be replaced with language specific to the given project; (2) Emergency and
Poverty Relief is not included because projects fall under Tier 3, which does not require the monitoring of outcome indicators. (3) Scholarships, Arts Festival, LCSD
exhibitions, Le French May performances, and EDB’s Life-wide Learning Fund and HAB’s Summer Youth Programme may be excluded.
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In addition, we suggest incorporating the following
satisfaction metrics across ALL projects

% beneficiaries who are satisfied with experience of [the service / programme]

Example survey question:
• “How satisfied are you with [the service / project]?”
(statement rated on Likert scale of 1 – 7)
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